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“

Digital transformation

through RPA has helped client to
achieve benefits in different areas,
standardize processes, and improve
employee experience.

”

Context

Orchestration

EXL’s client needed to drive efficiencies and scale, re-engineer and

EXL used its domain expertise and in-depth knowledge of RPA to

optimize business processes, minimize rework, increase productivity,

implement a three-pronged strategy: identify four automation

and refocus human capital on strategic activities and nurturing

candidates for an initial pilot, set up an RPA Center of Excellence (COE),

customer relationships to support business growth. Accomplishing

and establish support and maintenance. A bot factory was established

this would require eliminating manual repetitive tasks, re-engineering,

to implement RPA in future processes, provide for continuous

and automating business processes.

improvement, and maintain all bots along with continued governance.

By leveraging its proprietary tools and methodologies, EXL helped
the client fast track their automation and digital transformation
journey.

After finalizing the bot factory framework, a blueprinting exercise was
conducted to finalize the roadmap for achieving economies of scale
through end-to-end process automation. A full-scale examination
of the client’s operations was carried out to generate a heat map of
automation opportunities across the organization, determine intelligent
automation tools and technology requirements, and implement change
management strategies for this journey.

Outcomes
The transformation journey for this client has demonstrated significant time savings for accelerated throughput at lower costs, scalability to support
organizational growth and increased transactional volumes, and happier employees with increased productivity through optimized processes.
Other results achieved include:

Productivity

88% reduction in average
handling time

Discovered over 80 process
automation opportunities
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Reusability

Approximately 70% of reusable code
from automated scripts being utilized
for faster implementation cycles

Enhanced customer experiences by
re-purposing the gained capacity to
focus on service value

Scalability

~4,300 hours of scalable capacity identified
during blueprint phase to support organizational
growth and increased transactional volumes

Higher data quality achieved by
eliminating human errors, and
the ability to capture process data
consistently

31,000 hours of capacity gain
identified from the blueprint
exercise
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To find out more about how EXL uses Digital Intelligence to help insurers transform, contact us
exl.insurance@exlservice.com
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EXL (NASDAQ: EXLS) is a leading operations management and analytics company that helps our clients build and grow sustainable
businesses. By orchestrating our domain expertise, data, analytics and digital technology, we look deeper to design and manage
agile, customer-centric operating models to improve global operations, drive profitability, enhance customer satisfaction,
increase data-driven insights, and manage risk and compliance. Headquartered in New York, EXL has more than 32,600
professionals in locations throughout the United States, the UK, Europe, India, the Philippines, Colombia, Australia and
South Africa. EXL serves multiple industries including insurance, healthcare, banking and financial services, utilities, travel,
transportation and logistics, media and retail, among others.
For more information, visit www.exlservice.com
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